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       Cornus Mas



demand from her pompous boss, and she would tell 
him to shove it. She would storm out and never go 
back. The engine hums. 

Going back to school at her age was not easy. On 
Wikipedia she read that Oscar Wilde and Hemingway 
composed in Moleskine sketchbooks. She saw a 
whole shelf full of them at the check-out counter of 
Barnes & Nobles. She could have bought a copybook 
at Walmart for a dollar, but she splurged instead on 
an eighteen-dollar Moleskine. Hemingway surely did 
not write in a one-dollar copybook. Hemingway’s, 
however, was black because he had no choice, but 
she could choose among wonderful colors: purple, 
turquoise, red. She wanted a yellow one because it 
would be hard to lose, but the yellow ones were too 
large. She wanted a small one to put into her pocket, 
so she chose red, and all summer long, she scribbled 
in it. 

Her professor said that writing is like bricklaying, 
a craft, a thing to be learned. He must have been 
kidding. She knows she has never built anything 
except a Lego garage once with her young nephew. 
She is a paper pusher, not a bricklayer. Has the 
professor ever built anything? What does he know 
about bricks? He does not look like a Lego type. She 

Grace Megnet

The Notebook

“Write a story.” The command of the instructor 
buzzes around in her brain like a hornet in a cockpit. 
She presses the gas pedal to the floor board. The needle 
of the tachometer jumps—or is it speedometer—and 
the engine squeals. She shifts into 4th and lights a 
cigarette. 

“Write a story,” she rasps between two drags. She 
should stop smoking, but not now. Now she has to 
have a good story. Her ponytail dances up and down. 
What was she thinking? That she wants to be a writer, 
that’s what she was thinking. That she was fed up 
with her nine-to-five job. That she would hack away 
at her keyboard, pouring herself onto paper until 
the small hours of the morning, her ashtray filled to 
overflowing, creating new worlds, brave universes, 
galaxies, soaring towards bliss and fulfillment. That’s 
what she was thinking. 

She shifts and stubs out her cigarette. Her life 
would be better. Peaceful, fulfilled. She shifts into 5th 
as she reaches the highway. One more unreasonable 
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takes another drag as trees and utility poles appear 
like ghosts and then fade back into the darkness. 

“Write a story.” Easier to build a sky scraper. All 
bricks are the same. How difficult could it possibly 
be to put one brick atop another? How could he 
compare words to bricks? Words are alive—they 
talk, they smell, they sing and dance. She wouldn’t 
mind getting dirty if that’s what it takes. She’s not 
afraid of work. She helps John turn the compost pile, 
and who cleans the toilet at home? Even after John 
has diarrhea. Dramatic irony, tragic flaws, error of 
judgment. The professor certainly piled it on. Her 
notebook does not contain dramatic irony. She does 
not even understand this erroneous, tragic stuff. 

Where in the fog of her brain could she find a 
story? Her high beams search the darkness. She 
cannot think of anything. What if her temporal 
lobe contains no stories? How will she create out 
of nothing? Was she God or something? She could 
write about her father. He came, he drank, he died. 
What a tragic arc that was! But that would be painful. 
That is a story she does not want to tell. What about 
the scumbag who tricked her cousin Suzy out of 
her savings, gambled away her retirement, and died 
before his crime was discovered? A tragedy. An error 

in judgment. All Suzy could do was spit on his 
tombstone. If, as they say, everybody has a story, why 
can’t she think of one? What if she wrote about her 
boss and called it fiction. Any resemblance to actual 
persons—living, preferably dead—is pure vengeance, 
or at best a Freudian slip. She turns on the radio. 

Write a story. What a story. Write a story. What? 
No story. So sorry, no story. Fuck the story. So sorry. 

She hates rap—especially rap with no story—but 
her ponytail bobs as she listens. Then she punches the 
next station where a caffeinated newscaster chatters 
about abysmal unemployment numbers. She turns 
off the radio and lights another cigarette. Writing 
could be dangerous: she might write herself right 
out of a job. Then she would have a story—“Pink 
Slip.” Or she could write about the driver in front of 
her—“Moron” —who, in a tragic denouement, texts 
himself straight into a brick wall. Insurmountable 
obstacle. Bam! She gives him the finger, then calls 
John. 

“Hello, baby.” His voice is soft and as tender like 
it was after their first date. She does not deserve him. 
He is a good man, a much better person than she 
will ever become. After all these years, she wonders 
how he stands her eccentricities, fears, and doubts. 
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Without him she would not have even signed up for 
the class. 

“I love you,” he says. 
“I’ll be home soon,” she says, then hangs up feeling 

like the Italian husband—Putta la pasta—throw the 
pasta in the pot; I’m coming. 

The fog is thick when her headlights lead the 
way up the driveway. As the garage door opens, she 
contemplates the shriveled banana plant. Winter has 
been brutal. Climate change. She could write about 
that: melting icebergs as the insurmountable obstacle, 
error of judgment in a gas-crazed world complete with 
an ironic ending where everybody drowns in the Gulf 
of Mexico. Inside, John has soup and wine ready. She 
puts her school bag—a pink one with leopard print 
trim—on the dresser and sits on the couch, holding 
the warm bowl. Slurping hot barley soup brings 
comfort. 

“How was class?” John asks, putting another log 
on the fire. 

“O.K. I guess. I felt lost like usual. Do you under-
stand this Aristotelian business?” 

Wrong question. Irony and hamartia, tragic flaw 
and catharsis gush forth like Radio Aristotelis with no 
off button. John should have been a college professor. 

She holds her glass and endures his lecture on poetics. 
After another gulp the error of judgment becomes 
more palatable. She has always been a hands-on 
learner. 

“If you need a hero, choose me,” John grins. 
“How about a story ‘The Flaws of a Perfect 

Husband’?” 
“Your perfect husband will get you more wine. 

Maybe you could write about our neighbor turning 
into a mermaid,” John says returning with a new bottle 
and filling her glass. “I saw her swimming yesterday in 
the freezing weather.” 

“Perfect. A story for five-year-old girls who sleep 
in pink pajamas under pink bedspreads and snuggle 
pink teddy bears while they read about mermaids 
swimming in winter. Where is the dramatic arc, the 
tragedy, the denouement, the pathos and irony?” 

“What about Dr. Gregori’s New Year’s party and 
the specialty food her served: Viagra infused crab cakes 
and chocolate chip cookies sprinkled with Botox?” 

She takes another gulp and winces, stifling John’s 
enthusiasm. 

“Be serious,” she says. 
“Why aren’t you writing this stuff down? What do 

you scribble in that notebook anyway?” 
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“It’s Moleskine.” Her head feels like a ripe plum, 
languorous and plump. 

“Moleskine,” he whispers nuzzling her right ear 
lope. “You could write a love story. I even have the title 
for you: One Hundred Shades Are Better than Fifty.” 

“Genius,” she sighs, lost in his embrace. 
The notebook, buried in the dark of her handbag 

underneath paper clips and chewing gum wrappers 
goes wherever she go. She writes down verbs and cool 
phrases. Snapping its elastic, she feels like a writer 
but wonders how Hemingway felt. But a writer has 
secrets. She keeps hers pressed between the pages of 
her notebook like the forget-me-nots of a secret lover. 
There are lots of words in her Moleskine. She collects 
them. And once she learns their formula, she will 
write. One day, one beautiful day, she will use these 
words and write sentences, then paragraphs, stories, 
chapters, books full of chapters. She will write and tell 
her boss to shove it. 

“I start tomorrow,” she slurs an hour and three 
glasses of Riesling later. “Not tonight. Tonight I am 
drunk. Drunk with a Moleskine. Just like Hemingway.” 

At sunrise she wakes with a hangover. She thinks 
maybe she should go fishing, but Hemingway wrote in 
the morning and fished in the afternoon, and she was 

sure he knew about hangovers. She sits at her computer. 
The empty screen blinds her. She has a headache, and 
her mind goes blank. 

“Maybe I should buy a typewriter.” Then, remem-
bering her Moleskine, she digs into the underbelly of her 
handbag but finds only pens and lipsticks. She empties 
the contents onto her bed and rummages through 
heaps of accoutrement: a bottle of Viva la Juicy, her 
Spanish-made replica Colt .45—just in case—a pair of 
underwear she took off at work two days earlier because 
they cut into her derriere, crumpled Walmart receipts 
advising her to “Live Better.” She searches through her 
other bags, her gym bag, her beach bag, lunch bag, barf 
bag, douchebag. No notebook. She puts her hand into 
the pockets of her faux fur, her boyfriend’s jacket, her 
expedition-grade down parka, her trench coat, hoodie, 
smock frock, muumuu. Nothing. 

John stands in the doorframe, half asleep. “What 
are you doing?” 

“I cannot find my Moleskine.” 
“You always lose stuff.” 
“Be nice.” 
“Where do you normally keep it?” He rubs his 

eyes. 
“In my bag!” 
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“Then look in your bag. I am going to the bath-
room.” 

“It’s not in my bag. Help me.” 
“Where did you last see it?” he bellows as he pees. 
“New Mexico!” she barks. 
“Very good. At least we have a precise location. 

Where in New Mexico?” 
“On the road.” 
“New Mexico has seven thousand miles of highway, 

and in Los Alamos the distances are indicated in kilo-
meters because of the scientists,” he pontificates. 

“I remember copying words from Hughes’s Rome 
book into my notebook. Haruspication and legerdemain. 
Remember?” she says. 

“No.” 
“Then how do you want me to remember where 

and when I last saw my notebook?” 
“Fair enough.” 
“Maybe it’s not in New Mexico. Maybe it’s in 

Texas. Maybe it’s right here in the house.” 
She moves socks and sweaters, papers and pencils 

from here to there in search of the red notebook that 
contains all the ideas she has ever had and fears she 
will ever have. It holds the seeds of stories that will 
make her a writer, stories that will free her from 

filing cabinets, copy machine, and assholes. In her 
bookshelves she finds other notebooks, old ones with 
old ideas—Dick and the Virgin—she doesn’t remember 
who Dick is. A page with New Year’s resolutions. She 
adds “Don’t lose notebook.” Don’t lose keys. Don’t 
lose glasses. Don’t lose anything important like W2s 
and toothbrush. Maybe the Moleskine fell behind the 
books. But she never puts the notebook on the shelf. It 
is a Nobookshelfnotebook. 

She gropes behind the books and grabs . . . a 
bunny, a dust bunny. Why are they called bunnies, not 
dust rabbits, dust lapins, lagomorphs, cottontails. They 
are neither cute nor eatable. And what’s the difference 
between edible and eatable? Edible, eatable, comestible, 
succulent, scrumptious. She does not need these words at 
work. She copies and files boring documents: licenses, 
guaranties, guarantees, bonds, certificates, contracts, 
charters. 

She resolves to be methodical. She opens the 
drawers of her chest one by one, starting from the top 
even though she can feel that the notebook is not in 
any of them. She never puts it in a drawer. She keeps it 
in her bag. It goes where she goes. But it is not in the 
bag. She looks under the bed: a whole colony of dust 
bunnies speed away from her. 
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“Did you find it?” John asks. 
“No, but we will have lapin au vin for dinner.” 
John shakes his head. 
Behind the desk she finds the raven brooch which 

she hadn’t missed; under the sofa she finds a tea cup. 
She makes a mental note nevermore to lose a tea cup. 
I may find paradise before I find my Moleskine, she 
thinks. In paradise she wouldn’t need a notebook 
because there are no filing cabinets and no bosses. 
She finds the diamond earring John gave her on their 
tenth anniversary. She was hysterical when she lost it. 
She had cried for a week when she lost her father’s last 
letter, but, when she finds it between the wall and the 
vanity, she barely looks at it. She wants the Moleskine. 

Exhausted, she sits on her bed and sobs. Her 
dream slips like a Eurydice into the netherworld. Her 
notebook is gone, and she will never have a story. She 
will never be a writer. She will never tell her boss to 
“shove it.” She imagines herself dying between the 
copier and the filing cabinet. 

The next day she drops the writing class.
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Myles Buchanon

Slate

the black-haired girl
imagined a garden    where
gray roses bloom    where 
evening spills ink not dark    
    asked me where I was going

we climbed up tall stone
steps    scraped bright green moss from the
    cracks    hated to go 
home so awake    dreamed ourselves
back there anyway 
long limbed silhouettes climbing
those tall steps    calling our names 

we walked together 
in the garden of wind chimes    
    she put her hand on
my cheek    said it was all right
grass seething under 
our feet   wasps in the clover
dogs in the low dusk
red blood under   even the 
softest skin    she said 
no time left now    and fled—

no fire in the hearths
no song in the vaulted halls
no pale figure on 
the hard ice of the staircase 
    now that her scent has 
faded and all is quiet 
I can’t help seeing her 
among slate mountains    no grass 
stem leaf or lilac
just sharp stone on her bare feet.
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twelve years old    sleepless
I woke before dawn to play
video games in
the basement    first light cutting
through grimy windows
my father pouring coffee
when I came upstairs
was it fun? he always asked
and I would say that it was. 
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Beth McKinney 

A Sonnet for the Sky over Texas 

If thoughts could control, then conceive the riot 
that heaven suffered when the mystic film, 
pulled by knowledge, peeled from man’s mind, quiet, 
as a far off racket tore the planets limb 
by limb from their spheres, wrenched space into holes, 
elliptic wounds to be coyote stalked 
Marvel now at the old downcast gods’ souls 
flung far past the sun’s warmth. Pluto, lost, swamped 
in Acheron, mourns new philosophy 
that freed the fixed stars and diminished blues 
and greens of central Earth—catastrophe— 
the center mislaid. Map without your shoes. 
Walk the motion of the Earth that vexes 
our worth. The sky is bigger than Texas. 
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Marissa Stephens

Why I Don’t Date Engineers

Sir Issac Newton sat beneath an apple tree,
finding refuge from me and my fury
at his economical ordering
of a scotch-on-the-rocks-hold-the-rocks
and pondered hackneyed,
the word he’d used to describe I love you,
a phrase not to be overused.

I’d wanted to hear them.
I wanted to hear those hackneyed words
every goddam day
while he played a ukulele outside my window
(preferably in the rain),
and I wanted them carved in a tree trunk,
in every tree trunk in the fucking forest
while he pirouetted about like Orlando in Arden
at their mere utterance,
and he did not know why,

when the apple knocked him on the head,
he felt his eyes well
the moment he knew
we fall because our mass and the earth’s mass
are inversely proportional
to the square of the distance between us. 
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Ronald Lawrence Dzerigian

The Long Way to Fresno

If a small plane crashes into a swimming pool early 
in the morning, will the burst of water and flame rise 
up in slow motion and snuff immediately out? Will leaf 

shift out of socket and fall? This is what I think about 
while driving the 58 N.W. toward Tehachapi, the long 
way to Fresno, on purpose. The radio drops out; the few 

gas stations are unpopulated. Rusty Ford pickup, ‘50s, 
fenced into a dry pasture, poses—storied—with a dust 
devil. I am thirty-six, transitioning from a marriage; 

I’m happy on the road and I don’t have to go 
where I am going. I see air flex against the small wings 
of a barn swallow; I conjure metal folding around 
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the young pilot’s head, a pillow, a chlorine lullaby, gasoline, 
a mixture for sipping at the gate. When I was five or six, 
sitting near my father as he drove the road from Dunlap 

to Fresno, I would imagine having wings, tracing my toes 
along the Kings River’s crests and furrows; I see my body 
above the fields’ waves of heat and raisin breath. 
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Ronald Lawrence Dzerigian

Too Many Crows in Clovis, CA

for my Grandparents

They do not block the sun; they scatter 
dust light and shadows onto my forehead
as I drive to the end of Highway 168 

toward houses that wait, half-built, hiding 
seedless orchards in their basements. I park 
across from a truck marked Dreamscape Pools,

ignore the slow dirge of the cement mixer,
and walk to the front door, entering
with a key that sometimes works. 

He’s in his robe, half-open, knees naked
beneath the table, his brown leather belt 
wrapped around his waist.

She’s already dressed in her powder blue 
sweatsuit, hair done, newspaper 
out, checking the obituaries.

They eat their toasted raisin bread with 
Armenian string cheese, pills, and cantaloupe. 
My grandfather asks my grandmother

who I am. I pour him more coffee
and ask, Who am I? He says, 
I don’t know.

I say, Yes you do and smile. He stares at me . . . 
Ronnie? I answer Yessir. He asks, 
Who is your father?

You know who he is. Who is my father?
He pauses, looks into himself . . . Steve?
and I say, Yessir. So what does that make me?
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He looks at his wife, who shakes her head in her hands,
looks back, Are you my grandson?
Yes I am. Does that surprise you?

He comes to the cliff of almost-tears and stops,
Oh no, that makes me very happy. What a small world.
He and my grandmother touch hands, smile, he forgets.

I clean their empty plates, wash my hands, 
fold the kitchen towel, put the coffee pot away.
And once they are asleep in front of the television, 

I kiss them each, once, on their foreheads,
tell them that I will see them in two days.
I lock the door behind me, walk 

toward my car, move through  
song of nailgun and bulldozer. 
I do not look at the crows. 
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Gena Wey

Pearl 

There’s part of me that’s pure 
deep beneath this flesh 
behind eyes veiled in moss  
that never meet yours 
always fixed in the distance

It’s there among the muck
among the detritus  
dribbling from my lips
 
Sometimes I hear it 
whispering late at night 
feel it fluttering within me 
a golden bead of light 
left on for whoever’s  
coming home 

Reach deep into the mulch  
into rotten webbing over ribs 
that rise and fall with the 
pulse of the pearl 
I’ve been saving it for you 
Hold out your hand
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Kopis 



Janna Moretti

Hazardous Thing

I’m sitting in a room with people who want to 
die; or rather, people who feel they must. An old man 
clears his throat, hushing his strained breathing. He 
rattles and I rustle my newspaper, looking up at him 
curling into himself. He tucks his feet beneath his 
chair. If I could live that long, I wouldn’t want to care 
about making people uneasy with my existence, or 
whatever part of me that reminds them that my death 
will come soon. To cough and clear a throat is human. 
I, for instance, am more than my tumor. 

The door to the back of the office opens.
“Mr. Douglas Throes,” says some guy with a bow-

tie and an exaggerated side part in his hair, “The board 
is ready to receive your audition.” Mr. Throes is the 
foot-tucker. He walks as straight as a man can whose 
name is Throes and whose purpose is to die.

I turn to my newspaper and read the advertisement 
that led me here: Don’t die in vain. Turn a profit. 
www.makeitcount.org. The letters are written in that 
slow cursive—the type you see on funeral home signs 

and sympathy cards, death cards. Another death 
profiteer—sick bastards. 

The door to the waiting room office suite swings 
open and slams loudly, causing me to jump. With 
seeming purpose, a woman walks in heavy footed; the 
wisps of her loosely bound hair thread the current of 
her own wind. She is striking and sure. She speaks 
her words to the receptionist with confidence until she 
reaches the end, and stutters. I’m instantly intrigued. 

I shift the paper higher to avoid potential eye 
contact as she seats herself directly across from me.  
Don’t die in vain looks out at me from the page. 

“So whatcha dying from?” she asks. She says the 
word ‘whatcha’ almost playfully, the way a flirtatious 
trailer park girl from back home might coil her hair 
around a twisting finger, tilting her head slightly to 
show her neck.

“Brain tumor,” I say through the paper.
“Hmm. Kinda wish I was going from a tumor.”  
Uh—long drawls. I can’t get away from the things 

that remind me of home. I look up to her and she 
doesn’t coil her hair but has strong eye contact with me 
and measured hands before her, animating her words 
as if they are part of the meaning she cannot reach 
with low brow lingo. Then she says, “That way, my 
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brain would slowly stop recognizing that I was dying 
and kind of just go with the flow of it, you know?” 

“Yeah, I never thought of it that way,” I tell her.
“Don’tcha wanna know how I’m going? Got Neo-

Aids. Betcha never guess who gave it to me—my ex-
husband—fucking bastard.”

I fold the paper down so I can see her fully. “I’ll 
trade you,” I say.

She laughs. I fake laugh and sense that she can tell 
the difference.   

When I tell her about the grenade death role that 
I am trying out for in the movie, Our Freedom, Your 
Freedom, she pushes her hair out of her face and looks 
at me longer than what I’m used to being regarded. 
For some reason, I want her to know that I want to 
feel what it’s like to fight for my life, but I don’t tell 
her because she might ask me why not fight in real life 
instead of some pretend version of it. 

The door to the office opens again, and a homeless 
man is shooed away by the receptionist as if he comes 
in on the regular, asking for food or money. He’s a man 
with ashy black skin. He smells like yesterday’s trash. 
The mostly clean people in the waiting room act like 
they are better than the man who has reduced himself 
to busting into waiting rooms. I have no intention of 

giving him anything, but she does. She runs after him 
with a flopping five dollar bill in her hand. 

Then she comes back and tells me that all people 
deserve access to things that’d keep’em alive, not just 
the rich. 

When I ask her how she’s going to die, she tells 
me that she will expire from poison which makes 
me think of the man who tucked his feet under the 
chair. “Why poison?” I ask and she explains that she 
can’t have a bloody expiration, or it will contaminate 
everyone who has to touch her husk afterward. “The 
only way to kill a hazardous thing in any poetic way 
is to do it with a stronger poison,” she tells me. I keep 
thinking of the word ‘husk.’

She turns her eyes to my hands that have been 
picking at the other’s nails in the form of habit and 
then I stop. She asks me why I want a bloody death 
and I think of my father and know that I can’t explain 
my association of violence and blood with courage. 

My name is called and I follow the guy down a 
narrow hallway and my shoes make louder thuds than 
I’d like. He drops me off into another waiting area, 
a small room with a mirror. I look to the mirror and 
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think of my father dying in Nam. I’m here only briefly, 
when a woman dressed in black enters the doorway. 

“Mr. Doneliv, we’re ready for you,” she says, her 
stark black suit against stark white skin and slicked 
back hair says stern, business, producer. 

I follow her into a room and align myself in the 
center, in front of the panel. It’s cold in here with 
sharp angled furniture. There is a long black table set 
before five people with white sheets of paper before 
them. The woman seats herself at the end and raises 
her hand in a flippant manner. 

It’s time to begin. 
“It’s not about you anymore! Don’t you see? It’s 

about this moment—you and me—taking these 
bastards out so they don’t hurt our way of life. We’ll 
be heroes. Our families back home will know that 
we fought for something that mattered more than 
ourselves. I will pull the pin and we will go together, 
the way we always did when we played war.” The 
word ‘war’ comes out more like it would rhyme with a 
pirate’s ‘arrrr’ and I throw myself to the ground harder 
than usual. I pretend to hold someone on my lap. 

I crinkle my chin to make like I’m about to cry; 
my mouth gums, but no tears come. I sit with this 
mushed face and think of my father. I can’t think on 

him long, so I think of Mom working at a grocery 
store leaning on her cane, and Sarah, pregnant, being 
forced to marry Harry with a big, black, stereotypical 
eye. I think of Harry being like Dad, not the Nam 
war hero version that Mom tells us about every year 
on the anniversary of his death at Khe Sanh, but the 
way fists mix with the smell of beer on the metal lips 
of crunched up empties laying next to a garbage can 
full of stale cigarette butts. I think of replacing want-
tos with have-tos and I realize that I’m not crying, but 
I’m something very close to it.

When I turn to the imagined upcoming insurgents, 
I widen my eyes and then settle them the way I imagine 
one does when he abandons hope, but does so in a 
manner that is his own. My chin lifts and I see them 
coming near. “Now it is our time. Our lives won’t be 
in vain,” I say.

 I pull my thumb back off of the imaginary spoon 
of the imaginary grenade, and fan my hand away from 
my chest as if to release it. I roll my shoulders back to 
the floor hard, the way Mom would flop when Dad 
would throw her. 

The papers shift on the table. “We’ll let you know,” 
the woman says.

Fuck you, I think. “Thank you.”
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I show myself out and get caught in the wind of the 
waiting room woman. She brushes her contaminated 
chest across my otherwise healthy one, telling me her 
name is Victoria and asks what I’m doing tonight. I 
am struck by the smell of cinnamon when through her 
teeth she breathes a hard and dramatic ‘t’ off “tonight.”  
I am struck by how fine I am with the closeness of her, 
how she makes me feel something.

I tell her I’m going to watch stolen cable in my 
shitty apartment. “You?”

She hands me her number while she’s thinking of 
what to say. “Living,” she finally says. And I watch her 
as she keeps moving.

I head downtown to my apartment. I have to 
pee, so I turn into the corner of a littered alley and 
lean behind a dumpster. I unzip my pants in a rush 
and almost touch a spot of rust. I pull back in time. 
I wonder what kind of germs would have entered my 
body and fed up to my tumor, uniting and oppressing 
the healthy fortified parts of me. “Shut’em down 
boys,” my unionized leukocytes would say. 

Then the culprits would rally together and 
attempt to sway other organs to their cause—“Hey 
appendix—see you’re a registered Independent. Time 
to make a stand against those corrupt unions.”  

To which the appendix might reply, “Meh,” and 
shrug its slippery tail. Noncommittal.

Sirens blare down the street. Bet someone just 
died for free instead of getting paid for it. 

I walk to my apartment. A homeless man is lying 
on the steps singing what sounds like an old church 
tune. I step over him and shove a $1 in his hand like 
he is some sort of bridge troll. He says something like, 
“Agent Orange.”

Once inside, I drop into my only chair. It’s 1970s 
olive green from Mom’s trailer in Alabama. The phone 
rings and it’s her. She thanks me for the money I sent 
last month. Sarah’s good. Getting big, baby’s growing 
fine. Harry has started back at Al-Anon—they have 
more faith in him this time around because he has a 
kid coming along. “Well . . . ,” I say, “I have something 
to tell you.”

“Why do you sound like that?” she asks. 
“I auditioned for a war movie for Make It Count.”  

She says nothing. When I say “Did you hear me, Ma?” 
she asks me why through wrenching motherly pleas 
and guilt. I tell her it’s for her and Sarah . . . and for 
Dad. She says nothing again, just lets his name sit 
between us.

Then she says that she has something important to 
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tell me. I light a cigarette, inhale heavy and long, and 
blow it through my nose.

“Ausbin, your dad didn’t die in any war. I just 
did what I thought was best for you at the time of 
him leavin’ us. He just up’n left one night, rubbin’ 
his swollen knuckles, talkin’ about the weight of life. 
When I didn’t hear from him the next day, I knew he 
was leaving for the last time.

“I hope you understand that I was just tryin’ to 
protect you and Sarah.”

I think of that time he came over to patch up the 
wall that he pushed Mom through. He stood there 
with that stupid streak of paint smeared across his nose 
and said to me, “Well maybe I’ll see you soon,” before 
grabbing his folded up brown paper bag and leaving. 
I was five and he was withholding. The rumbling of 
him walking down the outside stairs scared me into 
Mom’s closet with George, my stuffed lion.

Mom came back hours later with Sarah—she was 
still a baby then. I was in a pile of Mom’s clothes with 
George when she slid the closet door open and told 
me to get out. Sarah was crying and Mom was being 
fast with her, jostling her into the crib quickly and 
opening the dresser drawers. I went up to her crib 
and pressed my face to the bars to see why Sarah was 

crying and Mom shooed me away and picked her 
back up and sat down on the bed and rocked her and 
grabbed the back of my head and pulled me in close 
to them and I hunched over her knee a bit and stuck 
my face into the center where our wet faces breathed 
in each other’s inability to understand. 

“Ausbin?” Mom says.
I think of the unsure clucks of a baby chick about 

to be squeezed by a young curious boy who does not 
yet know the strength of his own grasp. 

I tell her that I have to go and then I punch a hole 
into the wall.

I sit and smoke and stare at the hole. 

“Hello,” I grumble into phone as the realization 
that I had overslept strikes me. 

“Ausbin, this is Baker. Where are you? The boss is 
going ape shit over here. We’ve got twelve deliveries 
today.”  Baker always uses the word ape to describe 
the shit if William is really pissed off. It’s as if he 
equates the size of the animal with severity. He uses 
bat pretty often . . . or horse shit when something is 
unbelievable, but bullshit when its unbelievability is 
far reaching.
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“On my way.”  I hang up the phone and put on 
the same clothes I had just worn yesterday, thinking 
on the same yesterday thoughts, and wonder at the 
prospect of dying.

I brush my teeth in a circular motion the way they 
told us we should in that elementary school assembly 
where some sorry sap had to wear an ill-fitted tooth 
suit with a foaming bubble hat. Guess it worked—still 
circular brush to this day. No cavities . . . just a tumor.

When I get to the store, William is standing with 
squawking elbows and a face with swallowed down 
anger from him taking my oversleeping as a personal 
attack. 

“Hey, William. Sorry I’m late,” I say while striding 
by him to the back of the warehouse to start loading 
the truck.

“Aussie, boy!” Baker calls out from behind a 
leaning Comfort-Explosion99. “Come give me a hand 
with this mattress—sonofabitch is real awkward.” 
Mattress moving strengthens the parts of your hands 
that you would normally only use for things like rock 
climbing, shadow alligatoring, and mattress moving. 
You have to pinch at non-existent handles and make 
something of it. Shoulda been a rock climber. I could 
have climbed my way up some remote mountain top 

and built a resilient home—out of weather hardened 
wood and silence. I could have adventured around 
with a hawk perched on my arm and I would have 
grew my hair long and screamed upsetting curses from 
the top—so that people in the villages below would 
mistake the sound of the ravings as the sound of God 
and I would have laughed about it with my hawk and 
he would have said to me, “tsk tsk tsk” while doing 
that finger on top of finger motion but with his talons 
and on my arm—ripping my skin and he’d say, “Well, 
what the fuck you expect? I’m a hawk.”  

“Beth has been hounding me at home—wants me 
to work some overtime this week with the baby on the 
way—and all,” Baker says, interrupting my thoughts. 
I tell him I can work a few extra hours with him this 
week and he asks about my audition while scratching 
gingerly at the outer edges of a scab on his neck. Fine, 
probably not going to get it, I tell him, to which he 
says, “I don’t know . . . the way you kept on with 
practicing that speech . . . I doubt anyone else woulda 
put that much effort into it.”

Good ol’ Jimmy Baker. Real nice guy. Mid-forties, 
worked his whole life, stuffed the family somewhere 
between his work availability. 

“Ausbin, telephone call,” William shouts from the 
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front of the warehouse, normal tone, already over the 
lateness.

“Hello.”
“Mr. Doneliv?” all business, female, stern.
“That’s me.”
“My name is Rhonda Mettik from Make It Count. 

You have been selected as our grenade death actor. 
Would you be available to come in to sign the contract 
tomorrow at 4:00?”

I look back to Baker and point to the phone—he 
stops dragging a mattress. I point so he will be excited 
with me, not because he’s making noise. “I can be 
there.”  I hang up.

He looks at me with raised eyebrows, as if they are 
saying the word for his mouth, “Well?”

“I got an interview tomorrow at 4.”

After work, I pull the windy woman’s number out 
of my pocket. She crosses her sevens and zeroes and her 
handwriting is rushed. 

We meet at the corner of 69th and MLK. Her lips 
look hot pink and she bends over to fix the strap on her 
shoe while she’s speaking. She’s excited that I got the 
part and looks somewhere off to the side to tell me this. 

We walk to a corner store that sells fried chicken 
and cigarettes. She leans over the counter and asks 
for a pack of Camel Wides. The guy raises his arms 
up to the shelf near his head and exposes yellowing 
underarms. He doesn’t say anything, just looks at me 
eyeing the chicken in the glass display. I feel weird 
asking him for some, like I’m intruding. He seems 
uninviting—and the chicken seems uninviting—like 
it is going to taste like yellowing armpits and aloof 
demeanor. 

Leaning over the counter with right-at-home 
elbows, she tells the guy she wants a bucket of that 
chicken—all the best pieces, none of those with the 
skin that looks like it has been sittin’ under some 
warmer since she got up this morning. She asks me 
what my favorite part of the chicken is and I tell her 
the breast and she laughs. Her laugh is full and cynical 
and real.

She carries the bucket and we walk by a billboard 
of the latest throw away death actor. He was chain-
sawed to death, crotch to throat. He scored 85% 
on the follow-through likelihood polls. He was a 
construction worker with tattoos on his neck and the 
look of vacancy on his face. Of course he would follow 
through with the part. 
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She speaks of PTDMT, pain tolerance death 
mentality training, and higher pay for higher pain. I 
say Holy fuck, and Wonder what could be more real 
than having a chainsaw pull the parts of you from 
yourself. 

We climb to the top of an old railroad bridge and 
I see weeds growing out of stones and rotted ties. “Do 
you ever wonder about live things coming from dead 
things?” she asks me. I tell her yes and think of my 
sister and me. Then I talk about Buddhist monks that 
light themselves on fire. 

She offers me a piece of chicken, holding the 
bucket under my chin without regard for the ash of 
my dangling cigarette that could fall into it. 

I like her for that. 
I tilt my face upward and pull the cigarette out 

of my mouth and she smiles. “Sure,” I say as I reach 
into the bucket and grab a thigh. She smiles not so 
much at me as at the falling sun behind the crumbling 
buildings in the distance. I look at her like she might 
not mind if I let my eyes wander over her face, the way 
it seems more full of life than what she or I have left. 

I feel less alone.   
As the cars underneath become more sparse and 

the reflections off of their roofs shine their last bit 

of shine, I’m not ready to be done with the evening. 
“Wanna come back to my place?” I ask her.

She laughs and I exhale jovial enough that it was 
very close to being a laugh. I mumble the usual guy with 
hands in pocket and raised up shoulders expression, 
“No, what I meant was . . . but you see it wasn’t . . . .”  
But we are beyond that. 

“I’ve gotta get up early tomorrow for some tests, 
otherwise I would.”  She means it. 

I lead the way back down the hill.

I head over to Make It Count the following morning 
to sign the contract and tape the polling commercial. 
This guy with a tight shirt tethered over his paunchy 
gut tells me to take a seat and stop hovering over his 
desk. He tells me he is Phillip Oppurt but goes by Phil, 
and that he is the executive producer for Make It Count 
Productions. “You met one of the other producers at 
your audition—Shay Oversteep—you impressed her,” 
he says with a skeptical eyebrow. “We count on follow-
through more than acting ability and you struck her as 
a man who will take it to the end.”  He reads off of the 
papers in front of him the title of my role, then tells me 
that the battle scene death actor takes a hell of a lot of 
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guts, son—a whole hell of a lot of guts. “If you agree 
to do it and sign this contract here—just a formality—
then you’ll get $78,995 to give to your loved ones.”  

He gives me a moment to look it over and lifts 
the phone receiver, “Yeah, Doll, almost done. Give me 
about ten more minutes before sending in the next 
one. Yeah, yeah alright.”

It is strange to read the term “Throw Away” next 
to my name. My cost of disposal is $78,995; my 
expiration date is set for tomorrow. I will have to do 
one commercial, and then people will be polled to 
see if they think I’ll follow through with this act. I do 
not have to do PTDMT—probably because I will be 
blown up instantly. Fine print says that the money will 
be deposited to whoever’s account that I provide—
within one week after the live broadcasting.

“I have a question for you,” I say to him and he 
lifts his finger at me telling me to hold on, showing the 
clean underside of what looks to be manicured nails.

“Tell him to wait. Yeah, thanks Sugar Bottom,” he 
says before hanging up the phone. He tells me to shoot 
and points his fingers at me like makeshift finger guns 
that look stupid with such clean hands.

I ask him if my money has to cover the cost of 
additional grenades if I am given a faulty grenade and 

he tells me that they are not barbaric, that they only 
charge me the cost of an additional grenade if my first 
grenade doesn’t kill me right away and they, to their 
great regret, would have to charge me for another one. 

I sign and he takes me to a room with mirrored 
walls for commercial taping. Lights shut off and my 
eyes take a second to adjust to the outline of my figure 
in the mirror. The words “In Progress” flash at the top 
of one of the walls in red letters. I do not know which 
way I am supposed to face when a voice comes on over 
the speaker, “I need you to turn and face the red dot 
on the wall that will be shining right about . . . now.”  
The voice sounds mechanical and well-rehearsed. The 
dot appears and I face it. He tells me to give him my 
meanest looking face and I think of my death having 
a price and he says, “Great, great. Now let’s see your 
terrified face,” to which I ask what kind of terrified, 
and he begins to speak to someone else in the room 
without realizing that his finger is still on the button 
and that I can hear him. He’s questioning why I’m 
asking questions, then says, “Terrified like you are 
about to die in vain.”

“What does that even mean?” I ask, and he tells me 
that will work just fine and that my commercial will 
run at 8:00. 
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I call Victoria. She is excited for me and I wonder 
if it’s because I need her to be. 

She comes over winging a bucket of chicken under 
her arm and some cheap whiskey that she prefers to 
drink straight from the bottle. She opens the bucket 
and I see that she had ordered all breasts for me. I look 
at her and she knows that what I have to say cannot be 
diluted with words. We toast to not dying in vain like 
people climbing out of a hole with broken fingernails. 
I sip and then she does, and then I sip again and offer 
her the chair. I hinge a leg on the arm rest and turn to 
the TV. “Pass me that bottle,” she says.

A chainsaw revs in the background of a black 
screen. Then it switches to the scene of a chainsaw 
splitting a man in half. A vacant faced girl bobs in the 
water, her hair splayed. A man jumps from a building 
on fire, screaming apologies. A skull is holed and an eye 
dangles from the Hemingway method’s death actor. 
Then, a trailer begins with a scene of the actors I will be 
working with—light hearted music is playing to make 
it less serious—the get to know me and trust me kind 
of music. Then a stringed instrument is brought in to 
rattle the nerves a bit. On a dark night, soldiers are on 

patrol. There are green lit images through night vision 
goggles—movement—then a flare lights up the night 
sky and they all rush for cover and close their eyes. 
The breathing becomes louder and there’s one of those 
opera sounding women crooning in the background. 
Then my scene begins. It’s a soldier acting out my 
exact part—but with the face completely blacked out. 
The camera zooms in to the grenade rolling out of his 
hand. Boom! Fire! Helicopter spinning out of control. 
My final lines are spoken and the screen goes black. 

A cheerful feminine voice breaks the silence, 
“Meeeeeeeeeet the throw away for this production!”  
The screen divides. One side shows my angry face, and 
the other side shows my “terrified face,” my mouth 
shaped like the opening of an asshole. Fuck those 
guys, I think but don’t say. Underneath both pictures 
of my face, there is a digital counter that is bumping 
numbers to account for who thinks I will go through 
with it—red side, angry face, or who thinks I will 
back out of it—yellow side, asshole mouth. The voice 
says to decide whether or not I will be a coward or a 
warrior. The numbers on the yellow side scroll over 
the 50% as Victoria turns off the TV.

The phone rings.
“Ausbin,” my mom says through tears and pity. 
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My own throat thickens and my chin starts to do that 
mashed dimple thing when I realize that this is the last 
time I will speak to her. I tell her that I’m still going to 
go through with it because I’m dead anyway and they 
can still use the money. 

Victoria lowers her eyes to her lap when I say this, 
then she lights two cigarettes in her mouth and flips 
one of them over to me before walking to the window 
and looks out at an angle. She is beautiful.

I pull a drag off of the cigarette and tell Mom that 
I will call her back. 

I walk over to Victoria and she looks at me without 
pity, and for the first time in months, I think of life 
instead of death. She has the shadows of the window 
rain cast on her face lit by passing cars.

 I tell her that I used the stories about my dad’s 
death to get me through a lot of shit; he was the 
yardstick that I measured myself against—he was my 
motivation—my shoulds and coulds. She hands me 
the whiskey bottle. “It was all bullshit—you know? 
Even when the tumor came, I still thought that if my 
life could not meet his expectations, at least my death 
could.”  

She reaches for my hand and I take hers. I put the 
whiskey bottle down and look at my feet and tire of 

them. I stand and run my fingertips along the length 
of her throat, pulling her cheek to rest in one palm 
while the other hand moves past her ear to the back of 
her head and tightens her hair into my grip. 

The following morning, we walk into the studio 
hand in hand. I’m not nervous; I can still do what my 
dad never could. Mom and Sarah need the money; 
I’m going to die anyway. No night will be better had 
than last night. 

We are met by a guy wearing a headset and false 
enthusiasm who tells me to come with him, but no, 
not Victoria. She will be allowed to watch from outside 
of the blast zone. 

“I need a minute,” I say and I turn to her and 
we have a look. To have known her earlier in life—I 
wonder. She smiles with lips and eyes; they squint into 
crescent moons. She nods her head to a known tune 
and I nod mine in one slow dip. We kiss—not in that 
about to cry way but in the I understand you and I 
will see you soon way. She turns and her hair follows 
her. 

“How do you feel today, Ausbin? Are you ready? 
Here—this way, we will need to get you to dressing.”
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“I feel alive,” I say and he laughs. 
I enter into a dressing room where a pair of 

camouflage utilities is draped over a chair and a 
pair of combat boots sits on the floor next to it. The 
cammies are stiff and sturdy. The boots look too small 
so I check the size. What the fuck—size 9. Jesus. I’m 
going to have to shove my 10.5 size feet into these 
small boots for my final moments. I always pictured 
it different somehow—something more ceremonious 
than trivial tight boots. I hope my feet blow off first. 
I shove them into the boots and try to do that tuck 
pants thing that soldiers do. How is this done? I look 
in the mirror and I look real stupid—like I am not 
supposed to be wearing this. I head out to the set and 
look for Victoria, but she isn’t there yet.

“Scab! Where is the scab?” the director yells—
pushing his ass up from the seat, but hovering in that 
leaned forward position. He has a large flat nose and 
the remnants of dark, curly hair horseshoeing the 
middle of his head. 

The guy with the headset grabs my arm and pulls 
me over to the director. “Here he is, Sir.”

“Get the grenade ready!” the director shouts to the 
weapons technician.

A guy with two phones on his belt brings over a 

wooden crate and pulls out a grenade and hands it to 
me and asks if I have read the how-to guide. I did. 
The grenade is rounder than I expect it to be. It does 
not have those grooved squares all over it. It has a 
blue band around the center. It’s cold and metal and 
lifeless. I put it in my grenade pouch and stare at the 
yellow painted arc denoting the safe zone from the 
blast radius; it seems really close to the onlookers. 

“Let me get a look at your uniform. Turn to the 
side,” the director says. He runs his impartial hand 
along the edge of my head to see if my hair length 
is military regulation. Must be good enough because 
he “ummhmms.” “Turn back around. See that corner 
over there?” His slightly curved sausage finger extends 
from a fat hand. I look to the security guard posted up 
at the exit of the studio. “No, over there,” he says. “Go 
meet your partner and get a few practice rounds in. 
This is a live broadcast—wanna get it right.”

The door opens and I see Victoria. She is ushered 
over to the front of the line with the best view—right 
outside of the blast radius and next to the producers. 
Some I don’t recognize, but I see the tight-shirted 
asshole from the interview and woman with the 
disregarding hand from my audition. The woman 
looks at Victoria with flaring nostrils. 
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“Over here,” says the headset guy. 
In a corner away from the main staging area, I 

see the dummy that will be my acting partner. He is 
dressed in the same uniform as mine, except his boots 
look bigger. What the fuck? Maybe I can switch them 
out. I bend down and untie one of the boots and it 
falls off completely. Size 11—that will work. I begin to 
untie the other one and I hear the director yell, “What 
are you doing to your acting partner?”

“My boots are too small—I want to switch them 
out.”

“Then he will look disproportionate. No time. 
Run through your lines—we begin in 5.”

Headset guy runs over and puts the boot back on 
the dummy, then runs off. 

I think of a newborn kitten being pulled through 
a storm drain by its tail and hearing the sound of 
its claws echo through a vacant alleyway. Fuck this 
dummy, fuck this headset dick and his stupid wanting 
to please gleam, fuck that sausage fingered asshole, 
these shitty people. I thrust my lines at my acting 
partner. I rip the dummy down onto me for the part 
where he is shot and my anger turns to sorrow as I say 
my lines. I finish the last line and I sit for a minute 
holding the dummy in my arms. It stares back at me 

vacantly. Husk. Then someone comes over and takes 
him from me. 

I want to cry.
I want to cry and my throat thickens. My eyes 

brim full with a salty burn. I look at Victoria, my 
what might have been, and I cry. 

“Scab,” sausage fingers shouts. 
“Look—this one’s pretty good—already got the 

tears going,” the director says to the sideliners, then 
turns to me. 

“No—make your face less angry, more sad. Shift 
your eyebrows down on the outside. Good.”  He tells 
me to get to the center of the stage. 

I walk up and face the dummy who is facing 
me—its back is turned to the camera so that the 
audience will not know it’s a fake person with voiced-
over lines. 

“And action!”  
I think of Mom and Sarah. I think of the money 

not being enough for them to do anything lasting 
with. I look at Victoria and then look to the dummy 
and in my best feeling voice I begin, “It’s not about 
you anymore! Don’t you see? It’s about this moment—
you and me, taking these bastards out so they don’t 
hurt our way of life. We will be heroes.” I swallow 
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and inhale and squint my eyes as I say words that feel 
too heavy for this flat exchange. 

“Our families back home will know that we fought 
for something that mattered more than ourselves. I 
will . . . .”  

I stop. I stop and look down at my feet. I look up 
from my feet to the cameras. 

The sideliners sense a break in protocol and they 
look to the director. He looks to me and cycles his hand 
at me as if to say, “Go on—keep it rolling.”  

I hesitate and speak to the camera, “I will . . . .”
I stop again and look at the producers staring at the 

director to do something to keep me in line. He does 
not cut to commercials. The woman producer snaps her 
fingers at me. She mouths the word “now” at me like 
I’m a dog. I stare into her face and it is cold and empty. 

I think of my blacked out face in the commercial. 
I think of my mom and her cane and I think of Sarah 
and her swollen belly and poor white trash black eyes. 
I think of the way that headset guy wants to advance. 
I think of the contract and words ‘throw away’ next 
to my name. My father’s name. I think of that stupid 
mark he had on his face the last time I saw him. I think 
of that hand shooing me at my audition. I think of 
eighty thousand dollars shy of dignity, shy of the top 

rung of a ladder, shy of dying in vain and I lean all of 
this into the dummy—pushing it away from me, arcing 
it back on its wheeled prop and to the left—its plastic 
face no longer hidden from the camera, my pain no 
longer hidden from these people. My wrath seethes like 
an uncaged wolf that no longer knows the difference 
between the hand that feeds and the hand that makes it 
so it must be fed because it is no longer free.

“Cut to commercials!” the terrified huddle of pro-
ducers plea—tucking their feet under their chairs as I 
walk off stage. 

“Stop where you are!” the security guard warns as 
he unholsters his gun. “Stop or I’ll shoot!”

Something in between absolute control and absolute 
vacancy pulls the grenade from the pouch. My left hand 
twists at the pin of the grenade and releases it. I walk 
toward the edge of the blast zone and I hear the sound 
of a gun. I feel a tug at my left shoulder as I close in on 
them, but my feet keep.

I hear another shot and feel a throb in my thigh. 
But I walk on. I hold the spoon of the grenade steady 
with my right thumb; my fingers clutching the now 
warmed metal, and I step closer.

Victoria steps forward and reaches for my other 
hand. 
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Kirstin Beckerle

He Sang

about a friend who was shot and the gun shot was heard around the corner but he 
sang for a friend who wrote songs about strawberries and he choked when he sang 
and he brought scotch to bed because the friend fell and bled so he sang because he 
loved his friend and he cried for his friend and he turned his tears into a song that 
the crowd sang too and it was a drag and it was a drag that his friend bled on the 
sidewalk so he sang about a friend.
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Marissa Stephens

Jante’s Law

As you hover a wadded paper towel over a spider on his coffee table,
he stops you—nej!
shimmies a loose leaf of paper under its body and opens the door
placing him in the grass.
Alt liv har værdi*.
It makes sense,
and you debate becoming a Democrat—
falling in love with a Scandinavian can do that to you.
And after you’ve mooched his theories on Thoreau,
his compassion for the small, his sandalwood shampoo,
his declarations spoken through rosed lips in metaphor,
you bum a fag under a tin roof outside that apartment,
sheltered from the rain,
and vow never to crush an innocent.
So when an ant hurries home across your Louboutin,
a crumb twice his size upon his shoulders,
you consider hunting a Kleenex,
humanely placing him on the ground,
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but you’d have to stand up,
walk inside, and wet your fag.
So you sit,
and watch him die.

* “All life has value”
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Teri Klauser 

Pied Piper

You find bird bones in green bottles
atop a windowsill. Tiny white bones,
cracked and placed with gentle care.

You peer into a bottle, eyes curious
at bones that once held feathers
and flew in fog, singing on wash wires

and telephone lines before bombs dropped
and teddy bears were lost and the picture
of your dad cracked in the heat before

your mum pulled you inside the shelter
and slammed the doors tight. Sounds
of planes and sirens seeped through hinges,

as your mum hummed, her chest warm
and full like a songbird, before the pied piper
gathered up all the little boys with wooden guns

and little girls with curly hair, clipping them
away from their mothers’ careful hands, sending
them aboard cold iron and rail into green hills,

deep into a country as hollow as the bottle
in your hand. You notice a feather hidden in
shadows of light and dark, warm brown

with white flecks, like the ash that once fell
on your shoulders and shoes. You touch it,
run your fingers over it, soft, bristled. You

should put it back but you hold tight; it was
once carried through clouds. Bristles rush in
wind as your feet seep through thick grass.

You see the train roll by. It whistles a shrill tune,
escaping into the hills. You raise your hand
as if to wave, and feel the feather slip away. 
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Teri Klauser

It’s been three weeks now

My uncle once told me
of time spent in coal mines,
dark tunnels with me
pecking away at stone,
while yellow canaries,
locked in cages,
sat beside lit lanterns,
casting shadows
like the flutter
of bullets beside my ear,
the sharp wisp
of death striking dirt,
instead of flesh.

Those birds take in air twice as fast.
If they die, you run like hell.

I look down
the edge of rifle,
body in mud,

and wish canaries could
be found in foxholes.
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Collestipher Dodge Chatto

Murder Caws

 Harbinger points Its cedar cane at me.

 Below a wide leather hat
 red gems dot Its cavernous snare.

 Citrus cedar grapes wilt inside Its long beak.

 Creases in Its silhouette blacken,
 sharpen as a shrinking pupil.

 Gnats blur red welts
 swelling my back.

 It looms at north of the hooghan.

 Nightmares kick away my bed sheets
 at the sight of Its horse skull.
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 Feather coat glossed in suet, drafts
 of cow shit wilt yucca heads.

 A gnat on its back in the bedpan.

 Hunched bird slurps fat marrow,
 sand spongy bone
 into a femur flute.

 Murder caws leave collapsed
 vertebra behind.

 Optic cords snap loose,
 see through,
 join a thousand

      tallow candlelights.
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Collestipher Dodge Chatto

Quills

Lye in bottle idles beside a soap bar pocked with teeth marks.
Read the instructions; per serving serves American English.

Ever hear shrill yelps as each quill’s twist slant, extract,
like teeth pulled from children?

Teacher broods below the BIA spire holding a jug,
& chlorines the locked room, depluming dust mites from dandelions.

Ever try to catch the angels
curbing
your sight?

Bleach blanches the ground alien, singes your scalp smooth, dry
as wafer placed on a turtle head.

You remain an open Book of Mormon in His lower hand.
He instructs you to recite red words of your Stepfather.
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Do you mourn your severed hair in clumps at the shower drain?

Porcupines inhale winter from sore throats.
Chlorine pours into your wine glass.

Wring glottal L’s until thorns snap loose, vining your esophagus,
unbearable vomiting.

The Rapture will pull your skeleton from your scissored face,
speaks the Teacher.

He careens the chalice rim along your lip.
His glower whiplashes your sight—silhouette flickers
behind closed eyelids.
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Unloose



Teri Klauser

The Bird Woman

The smell of dye hits my nose like a train, rolling 
over me and out the bathroom door. Fingers covered 
in plastic slide over my head, straining through hair, 
staining my identity of blonde gone autumn red. The 
empty box with thin paper directions is on the counter 
beside the sink, with a newly developed redhead 
looking at me with knowing green eyes that speak of 
spring days after the last of winter fades into the ground 
and back into clouds.

My mother loved spring. She worked in the garden. 
I would sit with her in grass with too-big-garden-
gloves covering my small hands. We worked on weeds, 
yanking their roots and tossing them aside.

“There,” my mother would say, “now the flowers 
can breathe.”

We’d sip lemonade and lay back in the grass, 
listening to birds chatter. I would wonder what they 
were saying, and my mother would gladly translate. 
She could understand them, you see. Conversations 
of migration and nests would drip from their beaks, 

and my mother would take in their music and release 
it into a language I could comprehend. Of course that 
was childhood, before bodies shift, skin stretching 
tight over bone, and insides churn and spill emotions, 
and mothers are expected to share their knowledge of 
children and men.

My fingers slide, the sound of oozy dye squeezed 
between bone, seeping into ears. I cough twice and go 
towards the switch for the vent. I jut out my elbow and 
flip it on, the loud fan drowning out any words that 
might have been said.

The birds liked to come down, curious at this 
woman who claimed to understand their language. 
My mother would chirp, air seeping though teeth and 
tongue, her eyes deep and neck relaxed, imitating the 
cardinal with orange breast and beak.

“What is she saying?” I asked once, and her face 
shifted, her eyes sad as if she could already feel her 
bones start to thin and crack like shells.

She simply remained silent and waited until the 
cardinal left before she started pulling weeds again. 
“She feels summer ending,” she whispered and dug her 
fingers into soil.

Soon autumn came, then frost, an empty grey sky. 
The trees were bare, gone were the leaves and the birds. 
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A few remained, a bright red cardinal who’d sit on my 
windowsill, curious to know about the bird woman. 
He’d tap the window, and I would come over and shake 
my head, No, not home yet. Then he’d leave and I would 
wonder if he flew over to the hospital window to sit and 
peck and wonder at the red haired woman who seemed 
to fade into sheets, thin-boned cheeks and empty eyes.

I look up to the mirror and see my father. His eyes 
take in the odd purple paste covering my hair, like 
dried up blood and bruise. He hadn’t seen me take 
the box, slip it under my jacket when we’d gone to the 
store last night—our refrigerator had been scarcely low 
on Budweiser. He holds one cracked-open can in his 
hand, and I want to say something, but I don’t. It’s not 
something I can understand, so I don’t pretend to.

“What are you doing, Maddie?” he asks. This must 
be his first today, his eyes are still clear. I can’t blame 
him, not really. People have noticed of course. Our 
neighbor, Mr. Andrews, he comes by now, talks to my 
father. Maybe soon there will be talk of moving on, 
empty cans tossed away and no more late night stops 
to convenience stores. Not that I’ll say anything. No, 
my voice doesn’t translate to metal beer cans or overdue 
electric bills. But I can’t blame him. There’s a difference 
in our mourning.

I still mend the garden, my fingers digging into 
earth. The birds still come down, curious to know if 
the bird woman has come back, but they only see me, 
a girl with straw hair, coarse enough to peck and take 
back to nests. They chirp at me, but their sound simply 
hits me and bounces off in unclear voices, making 
me grind my teeth and wish for transformation into 
something more—like her.

“I felt like a different look, that’s all.” I start to 
peel off the plastic gloves. Crumbling them into the 
trash, I then turn the on timer I’d grabbed from the 
kitchen. The dial starts clicking, loud and obnoxious. 
Soon the color will seep and settle, transforming into 
autumn red.

“Just don’t make a mess.” He says. He’s about to 
turn and walk away but he hesitates, shaking his head. 
“You’re too young to need a change. Thirteen year-
olds shouldn’t dye their hair red.” Then he walks away, 
down the hall to the living room. It’s Sunday. I’ll soon 
hear the click of the television and a crowd of football 
fans screaming through fuzzy speakers. I know he 
doesn’t understand. How can he? But I don’t blame 
him. It’s beyond his knowledge, for he never sat with 
mother and I in the garden.

I think back to the hospital room and the dead 
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television set above my mother’s bed. We’d asked 
someone to fix it, and when they did, it wouldn’t 
play anything other than the Discovery Channel. 
We’d sit there and watch documentaries on tropical 
fish and salamanders. Once there was a special on 
North American birds. She never finished it, falling 
asleep halfway through. But I sat by the bed, my knees 
tucked under my chin, listening to the smooth talk 
of migration patterns on geese. I watched their long 
necks and wings flap, gliding past clouds and sun, 
and I wondered what they were thinking. Did they 
notice eyes on them, or were they too focused on 
their destination? Soon enough we moved my mother 
home, a hospice nurse who wore bright pink scrubs 
and always smelled like peppermints would come by 
everyday—for a week, it just took a week.

The clicking stops and a bell rings until I press my 
hand against it. Closing the door, I peel off my clothes, 
pale skin set against dark red. I step into the shower 
and turn the knob, cold water spraying down until it 
settles into summer warmth. I put my head back and 
let the water slide down my head. I wring my fingers 
through my hair, watching red drain down tile.

When I only see clear water, I stop the shower and 
step out. Drying off, I wrap the towel around me and 

grab a comb. The teeth slide through my hair and settle 
against warm skin, looking like a sunset against snow. 
I slip on jeans and button up the dark blue flannel, 
covering my pale stomach and flat chest. I don’t wait 
for my hair to dry, but instead I walk out of the dark 
bathroom, and out the backdoor.

The sky is grey, the coming of night and autumn 
fast approaching. I go to the garden and sit, the grass 
folding against my body as I lay back and stare up at 
clouds.

Then I wait, silent, listening for the birds. 
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Peter Burzynski

What is Lovely, You, My Dear Grotesque?

I’m not looking for love
I’m looking for an impossible

figure to model in my mind,
to warp, and distress, and yes,

undress. But that’s whom
I love, not really who they are.

I don’t even want to find them,
to feel them, I just want them

to feed my poet fire. It’s not
about the essence, but the descent,

not about the winning, but wanting.
Wanting that whoever under

the wire. Yes, there are sexy
little skeletons. There is a parade

that goes up and down 6th Avenue
all day looking up bleary-eyed Empire

State. Yes, there are beautiful catastrophes
and strophes and tropes of the ugly

sublime. I see it. If it’s not baroque,
don’t write it, don’t fix it, but do feel it

crumble like a pretty little surprise.
Don’t make an arse out of poetica.

It’s demons unseen
dictating and dreams dancing, dancing,

all the time. There are jokes, slam
dunks, Hi-Lo-Yo’s tossed in diction
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and dice, bombastic air raids, hard
drinks on ice. There is vulnerability.

It cuts the hyper hyperbolic which
becomes bucolic and eventually cholera

singing to the single parent of its crime.
There is melancholy, there are odes,

and dirges, and nocturnes, and smiles
that break on a dime. There is silliness,

there is immaturity, laziness, loneliness,
and geometric rhyme. Allusions.

Illness. Diachronic dysentery. Baltic
churls, Jewish curls, and America.

Dissent, dissent, the decent, and deprived.
Depravity as suavity. Levity with limes.
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Gena Wey

Summer, 2010

for Doug

Will you ever go back  
to Fish Lake, ever throw a towel 
onto a patch of flattened grass 
or feel sand roasting beneath your feet?  
 
Will you remember girls  
painted bronze with the height of August,  
their nails glowing florescent  
pink, yellow, and orange to match  
bikinis tied over their bodies? 

Will you recall how 
the helicopter blew sheets of sand  
into the wind, sent pop bottles  
tumbling across the beach,  
how mothers held a flimsy wall  
of towels around him  

as the paramedic threw weight 
into palms against the boy’s  
rigid chest? 

How will you ever forget  
the search, diving down to find  
one white leg bobbing 
with the pulse of the water,  
the cloud of silt that spilled forth  
as you pulled the body  
from the muck?
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Kirstin Beckerle

Cherry Lipgloss

We went from complimenting each
others’ purple tights and
  newsboy caps to trading
  glasses for the day,
    stumbling down our
    high school’s hallway,
      dizzier than children
      on a carosel.

We went from discussing favorite
rock bands in the cafeteria
  to listening to Coldplay
  on a jerky yellow bus
    trip to the New River
    Gorge, one with the
      left ear bud, the
      other with the right.
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We went from poking each other in
English class with Sharpies and
  pencils to sleeping in
  a single bed,
    to being brushed by cold toes
    and not getting
      enough
      blankets.

We went from daily lunch dates
at an ice cream parlor to sharing
  the same plastic spoon,
  scooping mint
    chocolate swirl,
    worrying about
      taking the biggest
      chocolate chip.
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We went from kissing boys
and girls during games
  of spin the bottle to kissing each other, pink
  cheeks, hands sweaty
    at our sides, no tongue,
    mint chapstick against

     cherry lipgloss, no
     longer than a few seconds. 
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Julie Whitehead

Crazy Days

Singing Lou Bega’s “Mambo #5”
with a drink in my hand
and not a care of my mind, 
surrounded by people, 
laughing and have a good time;
Margaritaville at its best.

The sun rises through the sky
and soon bakes the shore
with noonday heat 
that drives everyone insdie
to the coolness of the siesta,
in shadows and shady trees.

But not me.
I continue to sing
as the sun beats down;
the hell with the sunscreen, 

the burn of the sand, 
or the glare in my eyes.

And I party on
through the night until 
I’ve drunk everyone under
the tables and bongoed
the conga lines for every
party in the place

until I limbo my last
under the lowest stick
I can find.
I feel my spine snap.
I lay on my back 
as the sky spins above me.
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Nic López

Jefferson Station Hustle

Philadelphia

Young white addict
passed out pants down
in the hallway by the florist.
Brown boys preach
the gospel while two young
women sing the hymns
in the background with
a post office as backdrop.
Harmonious with the coin tokens
clacking in fare
machines while tapping
soulless soles clack on
concrete and tile.
Arteries crisscrossed
as trolley tracks and subway
platform valves, commuters in and out
of turnstiles, Taco Bells and tiny shops

moving like millions of blood cells.
Above at City Hallskin
councilmen
create cash caches
in taxes, budgets
bulging and shrinking
ordinances ordinary
like late lunches and old marble floors,
down here lives the struggle.
Down here lives oil and incense,
businesses, bootleg dvds and a black man
shuffling along in a tarnished wheelchair begs
“May god bless me, sir”
with outstretched empty hands.
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Nic López

Of The Splendor In-Between

Fevered looking on,
naked in Casa Larga
you, a bright lipped jewel
gripping the rigid pedicle
of a Bordeaux

Self set aside,
deciphering libation from allurement,
you finally allow desire, holy ancient
primordial urge, allow yourself
the fantastic unfastening.

The blade of your back met with the tongue
of chords; mental melting. Rapid rolling,
gyrating a purr in the mouth of your aperture,
that libidinous dimple sleeping sweetly between your thighs.
Black nerve: tingling, nose agape; rose colored insides.
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Sing yourself the moans, the chance to illustrate
yourself inside the pain of having lovers lost.
Come, arrive, unworried.
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